
Glass is a volatile material. Working with it as an artistic medium can involve physical and mental 
strain, great expense, and a high chance of failure. And yet artists and designers who work with glass 
can shape it into anything from ethereal vessels to dynamic installations that resemble liquid. Glass is 
unmatched when it comes to the creative potential it offers.

But glass artists who focus solely on the medium have often been overlooked in the past. As American 
artist Deborah Czeresko noted, glass has “been pigeonholed as a craft material.” Only recently, she 
added, it has caught the attention of the larger art market.

Glass institutions like the Corning Museum of Glass and UrbanGlass have helped make the material 
accessible to more artists, Czeresko said. The Corning Museum’s show “New Glass Now,” which runs 
from May 12, 2019, to January 5, 2020, features 100 works by artists working in more than 25 countries 
who are taking fresh, innovative approaches to the medium. Below, we share the insights of 10 of the 
participating artists on the greatest challenges and rewards of working with glass, and what it takes to 
excel with it. (Editor’s note: The artists’ responses have been edited for length and clarity.)

Deborah Czeresko
B. 1961, United States. Lives and works in New York.

Can you tell us a bit about your work?

The work I create in glass addresses the hand and making 
as subject matter. Specifically, my thematic approach 
addresses the gendering of occupation and object through 
the lens of a mythical Renaissance Venetian glass maestro 
who is female. The work fuses the history and tradition of 
chandelier- and glass-manufacturing with the relationships 
of gender and mastery through the skill-laden culture of the 
glass studio.

The most recent piece in the series is included in “New Glass 
Now.” This elaborate light fixture, called Meat Chandelier, 
references traditional Italian chandeliers, typically depicting 
complex floral arrangements. I subvert these visual markers 
and render accurate pieces of meat out of glass in place of 
the frilly floral motifs. Hot dogs are tethered together; logs of 
salami, as well as prosciutto, dangle; and a pork chop flaps 
at the center.



What does it take to excel with glass?

Becoming proficient at hand-formed hot glass is a painstaking process, which is deceptively simple. 
It takes a huge investment of time and thousands of mistakes to get to a level where execution is fluid 
and natural. Weather conditions matter; temperature and humidity place strain on the body. It helps to 
condition oneself physically so the body is not a limiting factor to making in the demanding hot shop.
Glass requires complete mental focus to merge with the material technically. Once a piece starts, you 
must drive the process forward with no breaks; you cannot put it down and come back later. It’s an 
extended state of focus or meditation on the process that is very demanding and dynamic, mentally 
and physically. There is a bizarre disconcerting psychological element to glassmaking.…I fall in love 
with pieces that are still on the blowpipe that I have invested a lot of time and energy into, then force 
myself to subdue this passion because the material is so complicated and fragile that it can break or 
be lost at any step in the process.

What is something you can do or achieve with glass that you can’t do with other mediums?

Glass is a phenomenological material rich with mineable metaphorical qualities. It transforms from one 
state to the next in a viscous primordial ooze. Its scientific state is considered a supercooled liquid or 
an amorphous solid. This transmutational nature makes me think of glass as genderless or gender-
malleable; this aspect informs the narrative of my work and is not present in many other materials.

Obviously, glass has transparency and delicacy going for it, and associations to spirituality, science, and 
futuristic aspects, as well, that can be harvested for content. You can freeze the fluid ooze in motion or 
capture organic matter in a glass bubble and watch it incinerate. Glass breaks in interesting ways that 
can turn a seemingly docile and soft form into a razor-sharp weapon. It is capable of reflection through 
mirroring. It can glow under UV light by adding inert Uranium. Huge masses of it can appear weightless 
and ghostly, such as the work of Roni Horn.


